
PAINTING of 
  

-THE EXTERIOR OF YOUR HOME        -THE INTERIOR 

    --THE HOUSE IN DIFFERENT SEASONS                               

  -CHILDREN'S ROOMS OR TOYS

COMMISSION AN ORIGINAL WATERCOLOR 
HOUSE PORTRAIT

	 	

Stephen Maron moved to Vaudreuil-Dorion in 2009 in preparation for the birth of his 
daughter,  Julia-Rose. He and his wife, a Special Educator,  decided that after their 
child’s first year, Steve would be the primary care parent, allowing him to stay  at 
home to pursue his design career.
 
Stephen was born in Montreal, and attended Parsons School of Design in New York
City. He studied Industrial Design at a time when free-hand drawing was stressed.
For two years he lived at International House, a co-educational dorm, sponsored by
the Rockefeller family. In his second year, he was appointed Artist in Residence and
designed the Canadian Booth for Night of Nations, an international fund raiser.
 
After graduation he taught drawing in the Foundation Department of the Nova
Scotia College of Art and Design, as well as in the first year Architecture
Department at Nova Scotia Technical College. He instructed Free-Hand Drawing
and Design in the departments of Fine Arts, Graphic Design, Industrial Design,
Architecture, Interior Design, and in Jewelry and Silversmithing.
 
Upon retirement from teaching, Maron traveled on luxury cruise ships working as an 
Ambassador Dance Host. With World Cruises he circumnavigated the globe six 
times; while aboard he also learned to play duplicate bridge. After a decade of 
cruising, he moved to his family’s 1940‘s country home in Saint Marguerite and 
began painting watercolor house portraits for fellow bridge players, among other 
clients.
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He paints a watercolor of 8.5” X 11”,   delivers it framed, along with a gift of 12 
note cards;  the image scanned on one side and the credits printed on the reverse.  
These note cards sometimes become more valued than the original painting. 

The scanned images are really artifacts of our time.  A watercolor couldn’t be that 
small with it’s accompanying detail;  but the computer scanned reduction makes it 
possible.  A House Portrait is  truly a gift that keeps on giving;  and can even become 

a new family heirloom.

A Unique & Personalized Gi! for:
ONES SELF

SOMEONE YOU LOVE
A HOUSE WARMING OR OTHER SPECIAL OCCASION

A WEDDING OR ANNIVERSARY PRESENT OF IMPORTANCE
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450-228-4646
514-963-3236

stephen.maron@gmail.com
www.watercolorhouseportraits.ca

Price varies with complexity:    
$650-$1,000

Note Cards, 
personalized stationery with
your image and credits for:
•Thank you notes•Short notes
•Invitations
•Christmas and New Years
•Hanukkah cards


